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A previous axisymmetric model of the supersonic expansion of a collisionless, hot plasma in a
divergent magnetic nozzle is extended here in order to include electron-inertia effects. Up to
dominant order on all components of the electron velocity, electron momentum equations still
reduce to three conservation laws. Electron inertia leads to outward electron separation from the
magnetic streamtubes. The progressive plasma filling of the adjacent vacuum region is consistent
with electron-inertia being part of finite electron Larmor radius effects, which increase
downstream and eventually demagnetize the plasma. Current ambipolarity is not fulfilled and ion
separation can be either outwards or inwards of magnetic streamtubes, depending on their
magnetization. Electron separation penalizes slightly the plume efficiency and is larger for
plasma beams injected with large pressure gradients. An alternative nonzero electron-inertia
model [E. Hooper, J. Propul. Power 9, 757 (1993)] based on cold plasmas and current
ambipolarity, which predicts inwards electron separation, is discussed critically. A possible
competition of the gyroviscous force with electron-inertia effects is commented briefly. VC 2012
American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4739791]
I. INTRODUCTION
Divergent magnetic nozzles, created by longitudinal
magnetic fields, are being envisaged as the acceleration stage
of several advanced plasma thrusters.1–5 In the highly com-
petitive and demanding area of space propulsion, the optimi-
zation of plasma thruster characteristics (performances,
weight, lifetime, etc.) is crucial. Thus, the eventual imple-
mentation of magnetic nozzles requires, among other
aspects, a reliable and detailed understanding of the proc-
esses governing plasma expansion and thrust transmission.
With this aim we developed in Ref. 1 a two-dimensional
(2D) model of the expansion of a current-free, fully ionized,
near-collisionless, hot plasma (as the one we expect to be
delivered by the thruster chamber) in a magnetic nozzle
(with no solid walls). We showed there that a propulsive
magnetic nozzle, capable of increasing the thrust, requires a
“hot” plasma, so that plasma internal energy is transformed
into ion axial directed energy, and that the nozzle thrust
transmission mechanism is the magnetic force of the azi-
muthal plasma current onto the thruster magnetic circuit.
As usual in analyses of magnetized plasma flows, our
2D model disregarded electron inertia effects, arguing that
they were marginal. This was very beneficial for solving the
model, since dropping convective terms makes electron mo-
mentum equations fully algebraic. In the zero electron-
inertia limit, fully magnetized electrons are channeled per-
fectly by the magnetic field. On the contrary, for the
expected magnetic intensities and propellants in envisaged
thrusters, ions are only weakly magnetized (except perhaps
for very light propellants). As a consequence, it was found
that even fulfilling quasineutrality, ion streamtubes separate
inwards from electron streamtubes, generating longitudinal
electric currents and breaking current ambipolarity (CA).
The central motivation for discussing electron-inertia
here is to analyze electron separation from the magnetic field
as a step in understanding the downstream detachment of the
plasma from the magnetic nozzle. In a low-beta plasma, the
separation of strongly magnetized electrons from magnetic
streamtubes can be achieved via resistivity or electron-iner-
tia.6 At least one of these mechanisms yields a dominant
term in the equation determining the electron separation ve-
locity. In a hot, fully ionized plasma, resistivity is weak and
electron-inertia is likely to dominate electron separation.
Furthermore, electron-inertia effects will be shown to be fi-
nite electron Larmor radius (FELR) effects7—here, finite
meaning small but non-zero. Since the nozzle magnetic field
decreases downstream, FELR effects increase and drive the
process of plasma demagnetization, when the magnetically
channeled plasma beam expands into the adjacent vacuum
region. A linear perturbation analysis of the zero-inertia
model6 advanced that the electron fluid separates outwards
from the magnetic lines. This will be confirmed by the model
presented here, which accounts for nonlinear electron inertia.
Hooper,10 working with a nonzero-inertia model, found
inwards plasma separation. Since his model has been the ba-
sis for other works,11–14 yielding inwards plasma separation
too, a discussion of Hooper’s model is very pertinent here.
Hooper’s model is similar to ours except for two important
features, which are at the core of the disagreement with our
conclusions: his model imposes current ambipolarity every-
where and is limited to the expansion of a cold plasma. In
addition, Hooper applied his model only to a uniform, non-
rotating beam at the nozzle throat. Schmit and Fisch13
applied it to plasma beams with independent, nonzero
a)Electronic addresses: eduardo.ahedo@upm.es. URL: web.fmetsia.upm.es/ep2
and mario.merino@upm.es. URL: web.fmetsia.upm.es/ep2.
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azimuthal ion and electron flows. Little and Choueiri14 have
attempted to include the effects of plasma pressure in Hoo-
per’s model.
Electron-inertia is just one part of FELR effects. Full
FELR effects include also the divergence of the gyroviscous
(or stress) tensor,7–9 known as gyroviscous force, which is
ignored in all the above models. Consistent term ordering in
plasma fluid models for the case of finite Larmor radius—
discussed mainly in the plasma fusion field and focused on
ions, but valid for electrons too—states that the gyroviscous
force is of the order of the convective electron derivative in
the so-called drift ordering.7 Here, the possible competition
of gyroviscous with electron-inertia effects will be only
pointed out.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
recovers the model formulation for ions of Ref. 1. Section III
derives and discusses the nonzero inertia model for the elec-
tron fluid. Section IV analyzes the plasma response in terms
of main parameters. Section V discusses separately on cur-
rent ambipolarity models and gyroviscous effects. Section
VI compiles conclusions. A preliminary version of this work
was presented as a conference paper.15
II. MODEL: NOZZLE AND ION EQUATIONS
The general assumptions and notation of the present
model are identical to those in Ref. 1; only the elements
that facilitate the autonomous reading of the present paper
are repeated here. A current-free, fully ionized, collision-
less plasma beam of radius R expands from the throat of a
divergent magnetic nozzle created by a set of external coils
and internal plasma currents. In the cylindrical frame of
reference f1z; 1r; 1hg, with coordinates (z, r) for the axil-
symmetric magnitudes, the total magnetic field is
B ¼ Bð1z cos aþ 1r sin aÞ. The convention 0 < a < p=2 is
adopted for the local magnetic angle, and the magnetic ref-
erence 1k ¼ B=B and 1? ¼ 1h  1k is used too. There exists
a magnetic streamfunction, w, satisfying rw ¼ rB1?. For
the simulations presented here, we will consider the applied
magnetic field generated by a solenoid of radius RS ¼ 3:5R
and extending from z¼2.5R to z¼ 2.5R, Fig. 1(a), and
we will restrict the analysis to a low-density plasma so that
the induced magnetic field is negligible (its inclusion can
be carried out iteratively16). Thus, the throat is located at
z¼ 0 and að0; rÞ ¼ 0. Along the paper, subscript 0 will refer
to values of magnitudes at (z, r)¼ (0, 0).
A two-fluid model is used for the quasineutral plasma,
with n  ni ¼ ne being the plasma density. The general form
of fluid equations for each plasma species (j¼ i, e) is
r  njuj ¼ 0; (1)
mjnjuj  ruj ¼ r  Pj  qjnjr/þ qjnjuj  B; (2)
where uj is the species fluid velocity, Pj is the pressure ten-
sor, and the rest of symbols is conventional. For vector mag-
nitudes, such as velocities uj (j¼ i, e) and current densities
jj, their longitudinal (i.e., meridian) projections are denoted
with a tilde: ~uj ¼ uj  uhj1h, etc.
The set of equations for ions can be expressed as
uri
@ ln n
@r
þ uzi @ ln n
@z
þ @uri
@r
þ @uzi
@z
¼  uri
r
; (3)
uri
@uri
@r
þ uzi @uri
@z
¼  e
mi
@/
@r
þ uhiXi cos aþ u
2
hi
r
; (4)
uri
@uzi
@r
þ uzi @uzi
@z
¼  e
mi
@/
@z
 uhiXi sin a; (5)
rmiuhi þ ew ¼ DiðwiÞ; (6)
where / is the ambipolar electric potential, Xi ¼ eB=mi is
the ion gyrofrequency, the ion pressure tensor has been
neglected, wi is the ion streamfunction, satisfying
rwj ¼ rn~uj  1h (7)
(with j¼ i), and DiðwiÞ is the total azimuthal momentum for
ions in each streamline, which is determined from conditions
at the throat.
In order to complete this set of equations, a relation
between / and n is needed, which will be provided by the
electron model. Initial conditions (at z¼ 0, r  R) for the
above equations are the same as in previous works,
uri ¼ 0; uhi ¼ 0; uzi ¼ csM0; (8)
with M0  1, and n(0, r) is provided; Fig. 1(b) shows the
density profiles used in the simulations below. Notice that
ions enter the diverging nozzle without rotation (or swirling).
Ion swirling is known to occur in some devices17 and has
been proposed by Schmit and Fisch for increasing inwards
plasma separation in the frame of Hooper’s model.
FIG. 1. (a) Magnetic field lines created by the solenoid (squares), and
sketches of the two beam density profiles at the throat. The solid line corre-
sponds to the nozzle edge r ¼ RBðzÞ in the zero electron-inertia limit.
(b) Density profiles at the throat and at section z=R ¼ 11:5 for simulations A
and D. Asterisks represent the border between the central and peripheral
regions of simulation D. Circles represent the location of the magnetic noz-
zle edge r ¼ RBðzÞ at z=R ¼ 11:5 for simulations A (white) and D (black).
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III. MODEL: ELECTRON EQUATIONS
As in Ref. 1, let us consider a simple isotropic, isother-
mal model for the pressure tensor, i.e.,
r  Pe  Terne: (9)
Then because of axisymmetry and no resistivity, the azi-
muthal momentum equation reduces to
ure
r
@ðruheÞ
@r
þ uze @uhe
@z
¼ eB
me
u?e: (10)
It is evident that this equation determines u?e, and yields
u?e ¼ 0 in the limit me=mi ! 0. Making use of the magnetic
streamfunction, a first integral of Eq. (10) is
rmeuhe  ew ¼ DeðweÞ; (11)
where we is the electron streamfunction, satisfying Eq. (7)
for j¼ e, and DeðweÞ is determined from throat conditions
too. A second conservation law along electron streamtubes
applies to the Bernoulli function,
Te ln n e/þ með~u2e þ u2heÞ=2 ¼ HeðweÞ; (12)
with HeðweÞ also determined from throat conditions. The
third scalar electron momentum equation is the projection
along 1?e ¼ 1h  ~ue=~ue: substituting Eqs. (11) and (12) into
Eq. (16) of Ref. 1 yields
uheD
0
e ¼ rH0e þ
me
n
je~ue  @~ue
@1?e
 
; (13)
where primes denote derivatives and je is the meridian cur-
vature of the electron streamtubes. Equations (11)–(13) are
exact for the thermodynamic model of Eq. (9).
The electron massless model of Ref. 1 corresponds to the
limit me ! 0 of Eqs. (11)–(13), which take well-known
forms: Eq. (11) states that electron streamtubes are magnetic
streamtubes and therefore yields u?e ¼ 0; Eq. (12) becomes
the Boltzmann relation along electron streamtubes, with
He=e the so-called “thermalized potential;” and Eq. (13)
states, first, that uhe is the sum of E B and rp B drifts
[Eq. (25) of Ref. 1], and, second, that the macroscopic azi-
muthal frequency is constant within streamtubes, that is,
uhe
r
 wheðweÞ ¼ 
H0e
D0e
; (14)
a property known as isorotation.18 In addition, for a current-
free plasma, we infer that uke  ~ue  ~ui  cs, whereas the
value of uhe is closely dependent on the shape of n(0, r). A
typical range would be OðcsÞ  uhe  OðceÞ with
ce ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Te=me
p
.1
In a collisionless plasma, electron-inertia effects consti-
tute the only contribution making u?e different from zero.
Hence, an electron model retaining the dominant contribu-
tion of every component of ue must keep the whole equation
(11) or the equivalent Eq. (10). On the contrary, the terms
with me~ue in Eqs. (12) and (13) yield only a contribution of
Oðme=miÞ in uke and uhe, and therefore can be dropped.
Summarizing, the proposed nonzero-inertia electron model
consists of Eqs. (11), (14), and
Te ln n e/ ¼ HeðweÞ  mer2w2heðweÞ=2: (15)
This model retains fully azimuthal inertia and neglects longi-
tudinal one. Mathematically, the withdrawal of the inertia
term in Eq. (13) keeps electron momentum equations alge-
braic, a very positive feature to be exploited next.
Equation (15) provides the relation between n and /
required by Eqs. (3)–(6). However, it also involves the elec-
tron streamfunction weðz; rÞ. Since now u?e 6¼ 0, electron
streamtubes separate from magnetic streamtubes and their
shape must be determined from Eq. (11). Substituting
Eq. (14) into it yields
r2mewheðweÞ  ewðz; rÞ ¼ DeðweÞ; (16)
which is an implicit equation for weðz; rÞ. Therefore, Eqs.
(15) and (16) complete the set of equations (3)–(6). Substi-
tuting the derivatives of /, Eqs. (3)–(5) constitute a set of
three hyperbolic equations for M0 > 1 that are integrated
with the method of characteristics of Ref. 1.
The magnetic and electron streamtubes that depart from
(z, r)¼ (0, R) define, respectively, the magnetic nozzle edge,
r ¼ RBðzÞ, and the plasma beam edge, r ¼ RVðzÞ; their shapes
are obtained from solving wð0;RÞ ¼ wðz;RBÞ and weð0;RÞ
¼ weðz;RVÞ. Since RV  RB for me=mi ! 0, the difference
between the magnetic and beam edges measures the electron
separation caused by azimuthal electron inertia. The beam
edge delimits an ideal plasma/vacuum boundary. In order to
minimize the effect of an artificial pressure jump there, we will
consider initial density profiles decaying to near-zero at the
edge; specifically, we will take nð0;RÞ ¼ 103n0.
Equation (16) establishes a principal feature of our elec-
tron model: electron streamtubes and their separation from
magnetic streamtubes depend exclusively on the magnetic
topology and electron conservation laws, and are independ-
ent of the ion dynamics and the plasma density map. From
Eqs. (7) and (16), the slope of the electron streamtubes is
ure
uze
¼  @we=@z
@we=@r
¼ eB sin a
eB cos a 2mewhe : (17)
This yields a second central feature: electron separation from
magnetic streamtubes depends exclusively on the sign of
wheðweÞ, which is determined by the beam conditions at the
throat. Assuming a steady-state plasma beam inside the cy-
lindrical source upstream of the divergent nozzle, Tonks19,20
showed that the azimuthal electron current is always diamag-
netic, which means whe > 0 (for our convention on a).
Therefore, under that general equilibrium condition, one has
ure=uze > tan a (18)
and the electron streamtubes separate outwards from the
magnetic streamtubes.
Furthermore, in the strong magnetization limit, the
upstream plasma equilibrium corresponds to a h-pinch,21
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where the expanding plasma pressure gradient is balanced by
the confining magnetic force generated by the azimuthal
plasma current, while the confining electric force is negligi-
ble. In fact, the h-pinch limit of Tonks is adopted here as the
radial electron equilibrium at the throat
0 ¼ Te @ ln n
@r
 euheBþ meu
2
he
r
: (19)
The last, “centrifugal” term is small (and partially artificial,
as we will comment later) but it is kept for the mathematical
consistency of our fluid model. For n(0, r) given, Eq. (19)
determines the distribution of angular velocities,
wheðweð0; rÞÞ ’ 
Te
eBr
@ ln n
@r
 
z¼0
:
According to Eq. (17), the magnitude of the electron/mag-
netic separation is proportional to whe=Xe, with Xe ¼ eB=me
the local electron gyrofrequency. Near the throat and for
@ ln n=@r  1=R, one has whe=Xe  ð‘e0=RÞ2, which shows
that electron-inertia effects are indeed FELR effects. Since
whe is conserved in the electron streamtubes, electron-inertia
effects grow downstream as whe=Xe / B1 / R2B, as pre-
dicted in Ref. 6.
To complete the electron model, the electron initial lon-
gitudinal velocity must be defined. Here, we will impose cur-
rent ambipolarity locally at the throat,
~ueð0; rÞ ¼ ~uið0; rÞ: (20)
IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A. Plasma expansion features
The current parametric investigation is limited to the
shape of the initial density profile, n(0, r), and two dimen-
sionless parameters, me=mi and X^i0 ¼ Xi0R=cs. As an alter-
native to one of them, the FELR parameter ‘^e0 ¼ ‘e0=R
¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃme=mip X^1i0 can be used. The rest of parameters of the
model was discussed in previous works and they have no
major relevance on the discussion here. Table I summarizes
the five simulations illustrated in the figures to come. Initial
density profiles are depicted in Fig. 1(b): simulations O to
C correspond to a plasma beam with we0ð0; rÞ ¼ const,
yielding a near-Gaussian density profile,
nð0; rÞ ¼ n0exp 2ewhewþ mew
2
her
2
2Te
 
; (21)
and simulation D corresponds to an initially near-uniform
beam, treated in Subsection IVB.
Figure 2 illustrates electron and ion separation for simu-
lations A and B, which operate with the same gas (i.e., same
me=mi) and different magnetic intensity B0. As discussed
before, electron separation is outwards and it increases as the
magnetic field decreases. The ambipolar electric force
caused by quasineutrality tends to keep the ion streamtubes
close to the electron ones. However, the incomplete ion mag-
netization makes them separate inwards from the electron
streamtubes, except at the plasma/vacuum edge r ¼ RVðzÞ.
Here lies a key difference with Hooper’s class of models,
which tie a priori ion and electron streamtubes. Let ajB ¼
angleðB; ~ujÞ ðj ¼ i; eÞ; be the separation angles of ion and
electron streamtubes with respect to the magnetic field.
Figure 3 plots examples of the possible behaviors: aeB ¼ 0
and aiB < 0, for me=mi ¼ 0; aeB > 0 and aiB taking both
signs; and aeB > 0 and aiB > 0. Simulations A and C operate
with different gases but share the same magnetic intensity.
This means the electron separation is the same in both cases,
but ion streamtubes are (slightly) more divergent for light
hydrogen ions than for heavy xenon ions.
Interestingly, in the zero-inertia limit ion separation is
always inwards, i.e., aiB < 0. This implies that uhi is positive
(for a plasma source yielding a negligible ion swirl current),
so that the ion azimuthal current is paramagnetic and con-
tributes negatively to the thrust.1 For me=mi 6¼ 0, the ion azi-
muthal current can take both signs within the plasma beam
and its contribution to thrust is less negative. Anyway, this
TABLE I. Parameters of the different simulations presented in the figures.
Simulation O corresponds to the zero electron inertia limit. Simulations A
and B differ in the magnetic intensity. Simulations A and C differ in the pro-
pellant. Simulations A and D differ in the initial density profiles, which are
defined within the main text. All simulations take M0 ¼ 1:05 to ensure Eqs.
(3)–(5) are hyperbolic.
Simulations ‘^e0 Ions X^ i0 n profile
O 0 … 0.409 Gaussian-like
A 5  103 Xeþ 0.409 Gaussian-like
B 5 102 Xeþ 0.0409 Gaussian-like
C 5 103 Hþ 4.67 Gaussian-like
D 5 103 Xeþ 0.409 Uniform-like
FIG. 2. Streamtubes of magnetic field (solid, thick), electrons (solid, thin), and
ions (dashed) for simulations A and B. Each group of 3 lines starts from the
same location at z¼ 0, thus showing the downstream electron and ion separation
from the magnetic field. RV and RB represent the beam and nozzle edges, respec-
tively. The electron separation of simulation A is the same as that of C. Notice
the different axes scales.
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contribution is marginal in all practical cases. Inwards ion
separation has been observed in several recent experi-
ments.22–25 Outwards ion separation, which requires out-
wards electron separation, has been observed too.25
The outwards separation of electron streamtubes implies
that a stronger radial electric field is needed to pull ions
towards the more divergent beam edge and satisfy quasineu-
trality there. The correlation of electron separation and radial
fall of the electric potential is evident in the profiles of simu-
lations A and B in Fig. 4. The difference between simula-
tions A and C is due to the different ion mass: lower electric
fields are necessary to push lighter ions radially.
Figure 5 plots the local plume efficiency, gplumeðzÞ. This
was defined in Eq. (49) of Ref. 1 as the ratio Pzi=Pz of the
axial flows of axial versus total ion energy at sections
z¼ const. We observe that electron inertia penalizes gplume
since the beam divergence increases, but the penalty is small
since the large radial rarefaction leaves a very small beam
density at the edge vicinity.
The electron inertia effects analyzed here do not modify
the limits of validity of our plasma model, which were set al-
ready in Ref. 1. The model fails downstream because of (a)
electron demagnetization, measured by ‘e=R, or (b) loss of
electron confinement, measured by ~ue=ce. Figure 6(a) illus-
trates the increase of ‘e=R caused by the decrease of mag-
netic intensity in a divergent topology. Figure 6(b) plots
~u2e=c
2
e; the increase of this parameter downstream (and
mainly near the plasma edge) is caused by electron flux con-
servation under the large plasma rarefaction.1 Since the rela-
tive contribution of electron longitudinal inertia to uhe in Eq.
(13) is Oð~u2e=c2eÞ roughly [see Section III], there is no addi-
tional restriction to the validity of the present nonzero-inertia
model. To confirm this last trend, Fig. 6(c) plots constant-
level lines of the ratio of the second versus the first term on
FIG. 3. Examples of local separation angles (in degrees) of electron (solid)
and ion (dashed) streamtubes from the magnetic streamtubes in different
simulations and at different locations (as indicated on each plot). Electron
separation is always outwards; ion separation can be outwards or inwards.
FIG. 4. Radial profile of electric potential at z/R¼ 5 for simulations A, B,
and C; /^ ¼ e/=Te.
FIG. 5. Plume efficiency variation along z for simulations A and B. Plume
efficiency for simulation C (not shown here) is practically identical to simu-
lation A.
FIG. 6. 2D maps for simulation C of: (a) electron gyroradius parameter,
(b) longitudinal electron velocity parameter, and (c) relative contribution of
electron longitudinal inertia to uhe in Eq. (13).
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the right-hand-side of Eq. (13). Additionally, since these two
terms have different signs, we conclude that longitudinal
inertia decreases uhe (and thus breaks isorotation). Finally,
we note that, for simulation A, which uses xenon instead of
hydrogen, the curves of Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) correspond to
values two orders of magnitude lower, while Fig. 6(a)
coincides.
B. Near-uniform beam at the throat
A uniform density profile of the injected plasma beam
[i.e., nð0; rÞ ¼ const ¼ n0] is often used in 2D studies of
magnetic nozzles.10,26 That profile presents a strong disconti-
nuity at the plasma-vacuum edge that must be discussed.
In Ref. 1, we demonstrated that, in the limit ‘e=R! 0, the
discontinuity is in fact a layer of Oð‘eÞ-thickness, where a
large azimuthal electron current develops so that the result-
ing magnetic force balances the plasma pressure jump. Fur-
thermore, since the azimuthal electron current is zero within
the uniform beam, the electron current at the edge becomes
then the main contribution to thrust from the magnetic
nozzle.
Electron-inertia effects imply that ‘e0=R 6¼ 0 and make
it impossible to maintain the above two-scale analysis. In
order to tackle the uniform-profile case within a one-scale
analysis, here we consider a profile of n(0, r), which is uni-
form until a certain radius R1 close to R, and then decays
exponentially to almost zero. Figure 1(b) plots the particular
profile simulated here, with R1 ¼ 0:8R. There is a double in-
terest in simulating a near-uniform profile. The first one is to
validate the results of the two-scale analysis of Ref. 1 and to
extend them beyond the asymptotic limit ‘e=R! 0. The sec-
ond one is that a near-uniform profile highlights particular
features of the expansion and separation of the plasma beam,
thus casting additional light on the subject.
Figures 1(b) and 7 plot the profiles of density and azi-
muthal electron current, respectively, at z/R¼ 0 and 11.5 for
the case of a near-uniform density profile at the throat; the
Gaussian-profile case is included for comparison. For the
near-uniform case, the plasma beam in the nozzle can
be divided into central and peripheral regions, separated by
the magnetic streamtube departing from r ¼ R1, that is
wðz; rÞ ¼ wð0;R1Þ, marked with asterisks in the figures. The
set of Eqs. (14) and (19) states that uhe ¼ 0 in the whole cen-
tral region, which is illustrated in Fig. 7. Therefore, in the
central region there is no electron separation and no mag-
netic force: the electron pressure gradient observed in Fig.
1(b) is balanced only by the electric force. On the contrary,
the plasma behavior in the peripheral region is qualitatively
identical to the one found before for the Gaussian density
profile, as Figs. 1(b) and 7 illustrate too. An interesting fea-
ture is that the separation of the electron streamtubes is
larger the more uniform the initial profile is (i.e., as R1=R is
closer to one), because the larger pressure gradient
[Ten0=ðR R1Þ] requires a larger uhe, which in turn yields
a larger u?e. The circles in Fig. 1(b) correspond to r ¼ RB
for z/R¼ 11.5, thus showing the magnitude of the separation
of the electron streamtube.
V. DISCUSSION OF MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
A. On current ambipolarity models
The local CA condition is
~ui  ~ue ¼ 0: (22)
Since our model satisfies
r  enð~ui  ~ueÞ ¼ 0; (23)
imposing CA at the throat section, condition (20), is enough
to assure that the plasma beam is current-free in the whole
nozzle, that is
ðRVðzÞ
0
drrnðuzi  uzeÞ ¼ 0; 8z: (24)
The imposition of CA is natural in quasi-1D models, where
it is equivalent to the current-free condition, but in our 2D
diverging nozzle model, local CA is not fulfilled in any vol-
ume, independently of both boundary conditions and
electron-inertia effects. As discussed in Ref. 1, the non-
fulfilment of CA is an immediate consequence of the separa-
tion between electron and ion streamtubes, which is possible
thanks to the partial magnetization of ions and the ambipolar
electric field preserving quasineutrality. Furthermore, Figs.
7(c) and 8(c) of Ref. 1 illustrated that imposing CA either at
the throat or at a downstream section, CA is not fulfilled in
the rest of nozzle sections.
Although electron-inertia effects have little to do with
CA fulfilment, they have been a central piece in the formula-
tion of Hooper’s model.10 We are now able to show that this
model is mathematically inconsistent and yields nonphysical
solutions. Notice first, that our 2D model involves 8 inde-
pendent scalar equations for 8 scalar variables: ui, ue, n, and
/. Clearly, none of the particle and momentum equations is
dispensable; also, although the equations are coupled among
them, it is possible to identify which plasma variable is
determined preferentially by each equation.
Hooper applies Eq. (22) instead of Eq. (23). This substi-
tution adds one extra equation to the problem, making it in-
compatible, as we show next. The set of equations (4)–(6)
FIG. 7. Azimuthal electron currents (normalized with maximum value of
each curve) for simulations A (thin) and D (thick). The dimensionless peak
values are 5.46 at z¼ 0 (solid) and 0.34 at z/R¼ 11.5 (dashed) in simulation
A, and 26.6 at z¼ 0 and 0.71 at z/R¼ 11.5 in simulation D. Asterisks corre-
spond to the same points of Fig. 1(b).
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plus Eq. (10) substituting u?e with u?i is complete for the
four variables ~ui, and uhe in a cold plasma. Notice that the
modified Eq. (10)—or Eq. (11)—determines uhe. Apart from
these four equations, Eq. (3) would yield n. Still there are the
two electron longitudinal momentum equations, (14) and
(15), to be satisfied but only one variable, /, remains unde-
termined. The incompatibility of this CA model lies in that
Eq. (14) also determines uhe—stating it to be the well known
ðenEþrpeÞ  B drift. Clearly, the over-determined charac-
ter of the model would be avoided by just removing the CA
condition and letting Eq. (10) to determine u?eð6¼ u?iÞ, as
we do.
We can venture the reasons why Hooper, in an other-
wise well-reasoned and clearly presented paper, did not
detect the model inconsistency. The first reason is that,
although he was well aware that CA is just an approximation
in a 2D model (he devotes a whole section to discuss CA)
he supposed the approximation to be a good one. The second
reason is that an omission on the manipulation of the equa-
tions rendered his CA model mathematically compatible. To
explain it, let us first write Eqs. (14) and (15) in the compact
form
0 ¼ r Te ln n e/þ 1
2
meu
2
he
 
 uhe
r
dDe
dwe
rwe: (25)
Hooper’s error was to treat the function DeðweÞ (eW0 in his
notation) as a constant, when, both in the general case and in
his application to a uniform beam with uheð0; rÞ ¼ 0, it is not.
That mistake leads to the omission of the last term of
Eq. (25): this term (divided by me) is missed in Eq. (11) of
Hooper,10 in Eq. (2.8) of Schmit and Fisch,13 and in Eqs. (8)
and (9) of Little and Choueiri.14 The maimed version of equa-
tion (25) yields only one scalar equation: HeðweÞ ¼ const, and
misses completely the indispensable Eq. (14). The “vacancy”
left by Eq. (14) was supplanted by imposing CA, leading to a
model mathematically compatible but ill-derived and
nonphysical.
The nonphysical aspects of Hooper’s model can be dis-
cussed in terms of the electric potential. First, his cold plasma
satisfies a limit form of Eq. (15): e/ meu2he=2 ¼ 0, Eq. (12)
of Ref. 10. This implies that / is minimum at the axis and
grows radially, indeed pushing electrons radially outwards,
fully opposed to a typical plasma expansion. Second, the na-
ture of the electric field in the cold plasma model, responsible
of keeping quasineutrality and 2D current ambipolarity, is
very uncertain. Schmit and Fisch speculate on the presence of
“local microscopic ambipolar electric fields,” while “no mac-
roscopic self-field can arise in the system.” But our hot-
plasma (quasineutral) model shows, first, that the ambipolar
electric field is proportional to Te, and second, the pressure
contribution can never be dropped, even downstream, since it
always dominates over the ambipolar electric force. This is
true also for an adiabatic electron pressure law, instead of an
isothermal one, and for a plasma beam injected at high super-
sonic velocities, i.e., M0 large, a case approaching Hooper’s
one, and commented in Ref. 6.
Consequently, the cold-plasma case is not a regular limit
of the hot-plasma model. Furthermore, as the plasma
becomes more supersonic, the perpendicular electric field
and plasma rarefaction become larger. This weakens plasma
quasineutrality and supports the idea that the electric field in
the cold-plasma limit is of non-neutral character, generated
by the space-charge being built between weakly magnetized
ions trying to move axially and electrons trying to follow the
divergent magnetic lines. The idea of electrostatic separation
as a detachment mechanism of the far-downstream plasma
was raised in Ref. 6.
Little and Choueiri14 have extended Hooper’s model to
a hot plasma, adding the pressure contribution to their equa-
tions for the longitudinal velocity of the electron-ion pair.
Apart from using an approximate continuity equation to
determine n, the main objection here is that, as Hooper, they
integrate the resulting equations along the well-tied electron-
ion streamlines, and they maintain the mathematical omis-
sion in Eq. (25). Instead, our ion equations (3)–(5) take /ðnÞ
from the electron model and are integrated along the classi-
cal three families of characteristics lines of an expanding hot
gas: ion streamlines and the pair of Mach lines.1
Our conclusion is that the failure of CA and thus the
presence of longitudinal currents are inherent to the 2D di-
vergent expansion of a plasma beam with partially magne-
tized ions. Furthermore, we believe it to be fundamental for
downstream plasma detachment.6 CA would be fulfilled in
the ion strong-magnetization limit, defined as XiR=cs !1,
when ion streamtubes coincide with electron and magnetic
streamtubes. But the ion strong-magnetization limit is not
appropriate for magnetic intensities and propellants used in
plasma thrusters.1 Besides, even if that limit is applicable at
the throat region, it eventually fails downstream.
The presence of longitudinal currents raises the issue of
the current closure, which was already commented in Ref. 1
and continues open. A reliable answer requires both to
extend the 2D nozzle model far downstream and to match it
upstream with a plasma source model. One presumes that for
the plasma beam injecting into a weak environmental
plasma, a far downstream current closure across the mag-
netic field can be postulated. Also, if the plasma beam
impinges on a conducting plate, this will host the current clo-
sure path. However, if the beam impinges on an absorbing or
recombining insulating surface—like in Fig. (8c) of Ref. 1—
the current closure is expected to happen upstream, in the
more-collisional plasma source.
B. On full FELR effects
The electron-inertia hot-plasma model discussed hereto
assumes the simplest form of the pressure tensor of Eq. (9): Pe
is diagonal, isotropic, and isothermal. Non-isothermality is easy
to take into account and leads mainly to a qualitative change on
the far plasma response. Pressure anisotropy, with different
parallel and perpendicular temperatures, is of interest for certain
plasma thrusters, in particular the electrodeless electron cyclo-
tron resonance thruster.11,27 Non-isothermality and anisotropy
are dominant (i.e., zero-Larmor-radius) effects on the electron
response and require an independent study.
On the contrary, the non-diagonal part of the pressure
tensor, Pe, known as the stress or gyroviscous tensor
7–9
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defines the gyroviscous force, G ¼ r Pe, which is a finite
Larmor-radius effect. In the present case, where electron-
inertia effects are limited to the azimuthal momentum equa-
tion, Eq. (10), only the component Gh could be relevant.
Although recognizing its importance, the evaluation of the
gyroviscous force is a challenge which merits a dedicated
work. The first difficulty is that there is no consensus on the
expression of the gyroviscous force, although Ramos9 has
derived recently a general (and extremely involved) expres-
sion of it, which, in different limits, recovers cases of other
authors. In particular, for a near-Maxwellian electron veloc-
ity distribution function with temperature Te, the gyroviscous
force would reduce to Braginski’s expression,8 which is
Eq. (28) of Ref. 9.
Focusing now on that expression, the second challenge
is that the gyroviscous force includes several terms, which
can be grouped on two types. On the one hand, there are lin-
ear terms on first-order derivatives of ue and pe, which would
provide a partial diamagnetic cancellation of electron iner-
tia.7 For instance, they would cancel the small “centrifugal
force” in Eq. (19) and would oppose (but may not cancel)
the convective radial derivative of Eq. (10). On the other
hand, there is the true viscous contribution, consisting of
terms with second order derivatives of ue and products of
first-order derivatives of ue and pe. These terms break the
hyperbolicity of the ion equations, making our current inte-
gration approach inapplicable.
Since the gyroviscous force is proportional to
Te=eB0  ð‘e0=RÞ2, given B0 it vanishes, together with the
pressure, only in the cold plasma case. For the case of inter-
est of a hot-plasma in a diverging nozzle, the suitable expres-
sion of the gyroviscous force and the relative ordering of its
different terms has to be assessed. This will indicate whether
there is a parametric range where the gyroviscous force can
dominate FELR effects.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Electron-inertia constitutes a mechanism capable of
detaching highly magnetized electrons from nozzle magnetic
streamtubes. Electron-inertia effects are part of finite
electron-Larmor radius effects. Therefore, they increase
downstream, as the magnetic strength decreases, and consti-
tute a sign of plasma demagnetization.
Here, dominant electron-inertia effects have been stud-
ied within an isothermal fluid model. The electron momen-
tum equations reduce to three algebraic laws, stating
conservation of the Bernoulli function and the azimuthal mo-
mentum, and isorotation along electron streamtubes. As a
consequence, the shape of the electron streamtubes and thus
their separation from magnetic streamtubes becomes inde-
pendent of the ion dynamics. This electron model yields,
under rather general equilibrium conditions on the injected
plasma beam, that electrons separate outwards of the mag-
netic lines, the plasma beam thus progressively filling the
vacuum region adjacent to the nozzle, which is coherent
with FELR effects leading to plasma demagnetization.
While electron separation depends mainly on the elec-
tron Larmor radius, ion separation depends on both the ion
Larmor radius (based on the directed velocity) and the ambi-
polar perpendicular electric field (affected by electron sepa-
ration). Both inwards and outwards ion separation from the
magnetic lines can take place, as it has been observed experi-
mentally. As long as the FELR parameter is small, it penal-
izes only slightly the plume efficiency. When, farther
downstream, the FELR parameter becomes of order one, the
plasma demagnetizes, but this nozzle region is out of the lim-
its of the present model.
A study of near-uniform beams at the throat has con-
firmed a previous two-scale study for the zero electron gyro-
radius limit and makes more evident the role of the
azimuthal electron current on the force balance and the
plasma separation, which is larger in plasma beams injected
with large pressure gradients.
A dissection of Hooper’s model, which yields inwards
electron separation, has been undertaken in order to under-
stand the cause of our mutual disagreement. It has been dem-
onstrated that: (1) forcing current ambipolarity everywhere
leads to an incompatible model, where uhe is determined
simultaneously from two independent equations; (2) a term
was erroneously omitted in the manipulation of the equations,
with important consequences on the resulting model; and (3)
the electric potential presents a nonphysical profile and its
ambipolar character—justifying a quasineutral model—is
uncertain in his cold plasma.
It is concluded that the failure of current ambipolarity is
natural in the diverging expansion of a meso-magnetized
plasma and possibly fundamental for its downstream detach-
ment, but we acknowledge that the upstream and downstream
current closures remain an issue to be studied. For the future,
a dedicated analysis of the gyroviscous force—very scarcely
studied in the plasma propulsion context—seems convenient.
This force could compete with electron inertia and completes
FELR effects on a hot, collisionless plasma. However, the
gyroviscous force could ruin the hyperbolicity of our equa-
tions, invalidating our efficient and successful integration
scheme for the plasma/nozzle problem.
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